Examples of citations:

N = the format for a footnote or endnote

B = the format for a bibliography

Books

N


B


N


B


Single chapter or article in a book with multiple authors

N


B


Series

N


B

**E-Books**
The same information is given as for a book, and then add: Retrieved from:

N


B

**Later, revised or translated editions**

N


B

**Single-volume dictionaries:**

N


B

**Multi-volume dictionaries and encyclopedias:**

*New Grove II*: note that every entry gives the author for each article, usually at the beginning of the article in the online version and at the end of the article in the printed edition. If you choose to cite an earlier *Grove* edition, you should compare the article with the more recent 2001 version for updated information.

N


B
From the online version of *New Grove Online*:

N


B


Journal articles

N


B


Journal articles from online databases

Many databases give a “stable url,” such as: [http://www.jstor.org/stable/1555210](http://www.jstor.org/stable/1555210) or a digital object stabilizer (DOI). If this information is given, then include it in place of a longer URL.

N


B


Web pages

Only choose web resources that are scholarly, provide an author, documentation, and have been reasonably updated. Treat the source like a book or chapter within a book. Always provide the url address and access date.

N


B

Online databases

N

B

Dissertations

Cited as a book with the title in quotations, but with a reference to the degree and university in parentheses in place of the publisher:

N

B

Interviews

Give the name of the person who was interviewed first, followed by the name of the interviewer, the context or means of interviewing (in discussion or tape recorded) the place of the interview and the date. If the interview has been published, treat it like a journal article.


Correspondence (letters and memos):

Give the name of the person writing the letter followed by the name to whom it was written, the date (01 July 1944), the name of the collection where the document is held, the name of the library, institution and city.

Scores

N


B


N


B
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